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MAGNETO-DM: Fast Phonon Sensing for Sub-GeV DM Detection

<1us timing resolution

• Phonon Pulse Shape Discrimination with 100ns timing resolution
• Background reduction (NR/ER, thermal/athermal)
• Flexible crystal choice (no direct sensor fab)
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MAGNETO-DM R&D Data: Crystal Screening

Tested various crystals for phonon propagation study
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MAGNETO-DM R&D Data: Crystal Screening

Tested various crystals for phonon propagation study
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• Compare signals from crystal hit and phonon sensor hit
• Extract phonon collection efficiency and timescale
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Phonon Collection Efficiency

I. Kim et al, LTD-20
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for Low-mass Dark Matter Search
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Introduction
Diamond-based cryogenic detectors are especially suited for the low-
mass dark matter (DM) detection for following reasons:
• Lightness of carbon nucleus
• Long electron-hole pair lifetime 
• High phonon collection efficiency expected
We present the test results from an MMC-based cryogenic detector 
equipped with a diamond absorber and compare with the results from 
the same setup with a sapphire absorber.

Plot from CRESST-III PRD 2019

Ge 10 kg year
Diamond
0.35 kg year

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-
07NA27344. The work was supported from DOE Office of Science HEP Advanced Detector R&D program and LLNL-LDRD (22-FS-011)      * IM-LLNL-POST-851724

Crystal Characterization 

Conclusion and Prospect

(1) Particle absorption
A particle from source can be absorbed either in the 
crystal or in the sensor
• Sensor hits can be viewed as a single heat deposit 
• Crystal hits create phonons inside the crystal, which 

are collected by the sensor

(2) Phonon dynamics in diamond
• Low mass number à Larger nuclear recoil à Low threshold
• High Debye Temperature (2240 K, c.f. 645 K for Si) 
 à Longer phonon lifetime in crystal
 à higher phonon collection efficiency
• Good crystal properties

Sapphire Single crystal 
diamond

Poly-CVD 
diamond

c.f. Silicon*

Athermal 76% 42% ~90% 29%
Thermal 15% 47% <10% 26%
Loss 9% 11% <10% 45%

* G.B. Kim et al, NDM22 &EXCESS2022 workshop

Diamond-based detector with the high-
quality poly-CVD crystal yielded a high 
phonon collection efficiency as expected. 

With the low threshold of 70 eV, we 
demonstrate that the diamond-based 
cryogenic detector can search for the low 
mass dark matter in the MeV region

Background: Physics at Low Energy 

Dark Matter (DM), a hypothetical matter thought to 
account for approximately 85% of the matter in the universe, 
has evaded detection despite of decades of efforts. World’s
most competitive experiments are keep increasing their
exposure to scan for the DM particles with smaller
interaction cross-section, and we are currently approacing
the ultimate limit of the neutrino floor.

Another way of searching for the dark matter particles is to
lower the experimental threshold of nuclear recoil detection,
which enables the searches for lower mass dark matter at
the MeV-scale. There are numerous on-going efforts
following this direction.

Since 2020, various experiments have reported anomalous excess appearing at low-
energy region below 250 eV. Several different models have been suggested to explain this 
excess, but the origin of the excess is still not conclusive. 
If the properties of the excess events – are they thermal/non-thermal? Are they electron-
recoil/nuclear recoils? – can be discriminated, it will provide a useful information on the 
origin of the excess. 

DOI: 10.21468/SciPostPhysProc.9.001

Neutrino floor

DOI: 10.1088/1361-6633/ac5754

(3) Crystal-sensor thermal connection
Local heating of the sensor’s paramagnetic ions can be directly read 
without fully thermalizing the phonon absorber.
The thermal connection between the phonon absorber and the 
paramagnetic ions can be done in three ways: 
• Wire bonding – THIS WORK
• Direct mechanical contact – ongoing 
• Paramagnetic ions deposited directly in the absorber

(1) Source (4) Phonon sensor

(4) Metallic Magnetic Calorimeter (MMC)
• Fast response (~100 ns)
• High energy resolution (~10 eV)
• Smooth and linear response (M = 1/T)
• Broad and Flexible Energy range: 1eV – 1GeV

Results

Phonon generation 
& collection 

Crystal hit event modelling
The crystal hit events can be modelled by convoluting:
• Phonon collection in the crystal 
• Sensor response, which can be obtained from the sensor hits

• Experimental conditions
Crystal 1 Properties
• Laboratory-grown single crystal
• 5 x 5 mm, 500µm thick

Crystal 2 Properties
• Laboratory-grown poly-CVD crystal
• 10 x 10 mm, 500µm thick

Operation
• Base temperature at 8 mK
• 4 hours measurement each

Phonon dynamics inside the crystal can be obtained by deconvolution 

Pulse shapes of events at two 
different components

(2) Phonon absorption

Si substrate

Crystal

MMC
Au

To be presented 
@ EXCESS2023

Detector resolution: 
80eV FWHM @ 8 keV 
(0.992%)

Threshold: 70 eV

Sapphire Single Crystal Diamond Poly-CVD diamond

Quantification of athermal phonon collection efficiencies

Sapphire 5mm x 5mm x 500um   sc-CVD 5mm x 5mm x 250um   pc-CVD 1cm x 1cm x 500um
Similar result with 1cm x 1cm x 1mm
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Low Energy Analysis

8 keV Cu X-ray
80 eV FWHM

241Am Calibration source
(160 eV FWHM @ 60 keV)

Single pulse at 100 eV 70 eV threshold

EXCESS in 
diamond events
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Sensor hit vs Crystal hit for EXCESS

Template fitting analysis for pulse shape discrimination

Si substrate hit

Phonon sensor hit

Diamond hit

Zoomed in
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STJ Working Principle

STJ  Operating Principle

• Completely insensitive to thermal phonons (~1 meV band gap)
• Short excess charge life-time (~µs)

STJ Cross Section
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STJ  Signal

• 1 us rise-time
• 300 us decay-time
• Perfect exponential shape
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BeEST Experiment for keV Sterile Neutrino Search
Consistent with the calculated full 
recoil energy of 56.828eV

• Implant radioactive 7Be into STJ  detectors.
• Measure recoil energy of 7Li daughter.

• Heavy sterile neutrinos would reduce 7Li recoil.
• Other BSM particles would affect spectral details.

• Measure eV-scale nuclear recoil peaks to search for keV neutrinos

Laser Calibration
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BeEST Low Energy Data – Coincidence Spectrum
9
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BeEST Low Energy Data – Coincidence Spectrum
9

With 7Be source (478 keV gamma)1 day background spectrum (1g)

Energy in STJ [eV]

Caveat: Phonon collection efficiency is unknown.
Energy scale might be very different
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Summary

§ EXCESS is observed in a diamond crystal signals.

§ Near term goal is improving pulse shape resolving power at E < 150 eV, with improved 
energy threshold.

§ Background run of diamond detector will give useful information, as well as improved 
shape analysis.

§ BeEST STJ detectors have not seen EXCESS in E < 150 eV region, in both sensor and 
crystal hit events. However, phonon collection efficiency might be low and it needs 
energy calibration for Si substrate events.
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